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Nonlinear dynamics of miscible viscous fingering is analyzed numerically for a reactive system
when a solution containing a reactant A is displacing another miscible solution containing another
reactant B. A simple A+B!C reaction takes place upon contact of the solutions. The viscosity of
the fluid depends on the concentration of the various chemicals. The nonlinear fingering dynamics
is studied numerically for an infinite Damköhler number Da, i.e., for an infinitely fast reaction as a
function of the log-mobility ratios Rb and Rc quantifying the viscosity ratios of the solutions of B
and C, respectively, versus that of the solution of A. If Rb!0, i.e., if the system is genuinely
viscously unstable because the displacing solution of A is less viscous than the displaced solution of
B, we analyze the changes to classical nonreactive viscous fingering induced by the reaction. If on
the contrary Rb"0, which corresponds to a hydrodynamically stable case in absence of reactions,
we study chemically driven viscous fingering occurring when the chemical reaction triggers a
nonmonotonic viscosity profile. Comparison between the present simulation results and
corresponding linear stability analysis and experiments is also conducted. © 2011 American
Institute of Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3567176$

I. INTRODUCTION

Viscous fingering !VF" is a hydrodynamic instability oc-
curring when a less viscous fluid is displacing another more
viscous one in a porous medium.1 The interface between the
two fluids becomes unstable and forms a finger-like pattern.
Recently, coupling between viscous fingering and chemical
reactions has been investigated both experimentally and
theoretically. The related studies can be classified into two
categories depending on whether chemical reactions are pas-
sive or active to fluid motion. In the passive cases !i.e., when
the chemical species are simply advected by the flow", atten-
tion has been paid to analyze concentration distributions of
the chemicals advected by fingering. The patterns observed
depend on the initial concentrations and on the fingering
velocity.2–6 In the active cases, the reaction modifies the fluid
motions by changing a physical property of the solution like
viscosity, permeability, or surface tension for instance. The
fingering pattern can directly be affected by those chemically
driven changes. Experiments have evidenced for example
changes in the fingering pattern due to a decrease in interfa-
cial tension induced by a reaction in immiscible systems7 or
due to an increase in permeability by a precipitation reaction
in miscible systems.8

In miscible systems, changes in the fluid viscosity due to
reactions have also been shown to influence viscous finger-
ing patterns. Nagatsu et al. have recently performed experi-
mental studies of such reactive viscous fingering in miscible
systems in a Hele–Shaw cell.9,10 A simple A+B!C chemi-
cal reaction takes place when a reactive solution of A dis-
places a more viscous solution of B producing the product C
at the interface. The fluid viscosity depends on the concen-

trations of species B and C only. Two different situations
were analyzed depending on the value of the Damköhler
number Da defined as the ratio between the characteristic
time of fluid motions and that of the chemical reaction. In
Nagatsu et al., it was found that, for fast reactions !large Da",
shielding was suppressed, and hence the fingering pattern
became more dense within a given area when the product C
is more viscous than the reactant B.9 Reverse effects were
obtained for reactions generating a less viscous product C.
Other experiments by Nagatsu et al. have investigated slower
reactions, i.e., moderate Da conditions in the same case
where the product is less viscous than the reactant of B.10 It
was shown that the fingering pattern is denser in the reactive
case than in the nonreactive case. This finding, interestingly,
showed that opposite dynamical tendencies can be obtained
with reactions both decreasing the viscosity for moderate Da
or high Da, respectively.

In these experiments by Nagatsu et al.,9,10 the displacing
solution A is less viscous then the invaded solution of B so
that the system is genuinely viscously unstable even without
any reaction. The chemically driven changes in viscosities
are in that case modifying an underlying already existing
fingering pattern. If, on the contrary, the viscosity of A is
equal to or larger than that of B, the nonreactive system is
stable and any fingering pattern that arises in the reactive
case can only be due to the chemical reactions. Podgorski et
al. have first experimentally demonstrated this type of fin-
gering fully triggered by reaction.11 In their experiments, the
solutions of A and B have the same viscosity while an
A+B!C chemical reaction produces a more viscous prod-
uct C. The fingering dynamics is different whether A is in-
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jected into B or vice versa, an asymmetry that can be induced
by differences in diffusion coefficient or initial concentration
of the two reactants for instance as shown numerically by
Gérard and De Wit.12

From the theoretical point of view, nonlinear simulations
of viscosity changes across miscible bistable autocatalytic
chemical fronts have demonstrated chemically driven forma-
tion of droplets for instance.13–17 For simple A+B!C reac-
tions, a modeling of the general case where the viscosity of
the solution is a function of all species concentrations has
been done by Hejazi et al. who have set up a reaction-
diffusion-convection model to analyze the linear stability
properties of reactive miscible fingering.18 They show that
the stability properties of such reactive systems depend typi-
cally whether the nonreactive case is already viscously un-
stable or not and whether the viscosity profile that builds up
in time is monotonic in space or not. The stability properties
were also demonstrated to crucially depend on time as the
base state is itself time dependent. This approach has classi-
fied the various instability scenarios and has shown that
chemical reactions can even destabilize the otherwise stable
case of a more viscous solution pushing a less viscous one.
Numerical simulations by Gérard and De Wit12 have ana-
lyzed VF triggered by A+B!C reactions when A and B
have the same viscosity while C is more viscous as in the
case of Podgorski et al.’s experiments.11 More recently, He-
jazi and Azaiez have extended this numerical study to some
cases where the nonreactive limit is already unstable i.e., the
displaced solution is more viscous than the invaded one.19

In this context, the objective of the present study is to
complement these numerical studies of nonlinear miscible
viscous fingering influenced or fully triggered by an
A+B!C chemical reaction by exploring systematically all
possible cases, i.e., all situations whether the solution of A is
less or more viscous than that of B. To do so, we numerically
integrate the reaction-diffusion-convection model developed
by Hejazi et al. coupling Darcy’s law with a concentration
dependent viscosity to equations for the evolution of the con-
centrations of the three chemicals A, B, and C.18 Our goal is
to analyze the nonlinear fingering dynamics for various val-
ues of the relevant parameters to provide understanding of
the later time evolution of the system. Our results shall be
compared to those of linear stability analysis !LSA"18 and
experiments9,10 of the same problem.

We will here focus on the infinite Da case for which the
numerical code can be simplified. Moreover, to allow com-
parison with the LSA of Hejazi et al.,18 we will assume,
along their approach, that all chemical species have the same
diffusion coefficients and that both reactants A and B are
initially present with the same concentration. The two impor-
tant parameters of the problem are therefore the log-mobility
ratios Rb and Rc quantifying the ratio of viscosities of the
reactants B and C versus that of the reactant A, respectively.

Eventually, let us note that, in all experiments dealing
with viscous fingering involving the influence of an
A+B!C type of chemical reaction,7,9–11 the evolution of the
fingering pattern is given by following the spatiotemporal
distribution of a dye passive to the reaction and initially
added in the displacing or the displaced fluid. Based on this

and to obtain nonlinear results to be compared to experi-
ments, we also model the evolution of a passive dye as a
fourth chemical species independent of the reaction. As will
be shown later, this strategy is useful for quantitative char-
acterization of the fingering pattern.

In this framework, the article is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, the nonlinear equations of the model and the numeri-
cal scheme adapted to the infinite Da condition are presented.
In Sec. III, one-dimensional underlying reaction-diffusion
viscosity profiles are classified in the !Rb ,Rc" parameter
plane. Results of the nonlinear simulations and of a paramet-
ric study are shown in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, a discussion in-
cluding comparison with the LSA and experiments is made.
Finally, we conclude the present study in Sec. VI.

II. THE MODEL SYSTEM

A. Basic equations

We consider a homogeneous two-dimensional porous
medium of length Lx! and width Ly! with constant permeabil-
ity # as depicted in Fig. 1. Alternatively, this system also
describes dynamics in a Hele–Shaw cell !two glass plates
separated by a thin gap width l" when l$Lx!, Ly! in which
case #= l2 /12. A solution of reactant A with viscosity %A is
injected from the left boundary with speed U along the x
direction into a solution of reactant B with viscosity %B. Both
reactants A and B are initially present in the same initial
concentration a0. A chemical reaction A+B!C takes place
as soon as A and B are put in contact to yield the product C.
In the present study, to follow the fingering pattern visually
as done in experiments, we consider that a dye !species E" is
initially added in concentration e0 to the displacing solution.
This dye is neutral to the chemical reaction and does not
affect the viscosity of the solvent. As the system is consid-
ered incompressible and neutrally buoyant, the flow system
is modeled using the continuity Eq. !1", Darcy’s law Eq. !2"
for the two-dimensional flow velocity u! = !u ,v", reaction-
diffusion-convection Eqs. !3"–!5" for concentrations a, b,
and c of the chemical species A, B, and C, and a diffusion-
convection Eq. !6" for the concentration e of the dye E,
namely,

# · u! = 0, !1"

#p = !
%

#
u! , !2"

µA µB

U
A+B!C

a=a0
b=0
c=0
e=e0

a=0
b=a0
c=0
e=0

x=Lx’x=0
y=0

y=Ly’

FIG. 1. Sketch of the system.
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$a

$t
+ u! · #a = DA#2a ! kab , !3"

$b

$t
+ u! · #b = DB#2b ! kab , !4"

$c

$t
+ u! · #c = DC#2c + kab , !5"

$e

$t
+ u! · #e = DE#2e , !6"

with appropriate boundary and initial concentrations. Here, p
is the pressure, DA,B,C,E are the diffusion coefficients of spe-
cies A, B, C, and E, respectively, that are supposed to be
equal here i.e., DA=DB=DC=DE=D. k is the kinetic constant
of the chemical reaction. In general, %=%!a ,b ,c". We define
%A=%!a0 ,0 ,0", %B=%!0,a0 ,0", and %C=%!0,0 ,a0" as the
viscosity of the solution when only one species A, B, or C,
respectively, is present in concentration a0. Without loss of
generality, the viscosity is scaled with the reference viscosity
%A of the A solution so that it depends eventually on the
concentrations of B and C only. Following earlier
studies,12–14,18,20 the viscosity is chosen to vary exponentially
on concentrations as

% = %A exp%Rb
b

a0
+ Rc

c

a0
& , !7"

where the log-mobility ratios Rb and Rc are defined as

Rb = ln%%B

%A
& and Rc = ln%%C

%A
& . !8"

In absence of any reaction or if the product C has the same
viscosity as one of the reactant !Rb=Rc", the system is genu-
inely unstable if %A"%B !Rb!0". If Rb"0, the nonreactive
system is stable as we have then a displacement of a less
viscous solution by a more viscous one.

We nondimensionalize the equations using the character-
istic velocity U, hydrodynamical time &h=D /U2 and length
Lh=D /U. Concentration of species A, B, and C are scaled by
a0 and the concentration of the dye E by e0. Viscosity is
normalized by %A and pressure by %AD /#. We further intro-
duce the dimensionless Damköhler number

Da =
Dka0

U2 , !9"

which corresponds to the ratio between the hydrodynamic
time &h and the chemical reaction time &c=1 /ka0. Switching
to a reference frame moving with the injection speed U, tak-
ing the curl of Darcy’s law and introducing the stream func-
tion '!x ,y" defined such that u=$' /$y and v=!$' /$x, we
have20

#2' = ! Rb!'xbx + 'yby + by" ! Rc!'xcx + 'ycy + cy" ,

!10"

at + ax'y ! ay'x = #2a ! Daab , !11"

bt + bx'y ! by'x = #2b ! Daab , !12"

ct + cx'y ! cy'x = #2c + Daab , !13"

et + ex'y ! ey'x = #2e , !14"

% = exp!Rbb + Rcc" . !15"

B. Infinite Da case

From here on, we consider Eqs. !10"–!15" under the con-
dition of infinite Da i.e., infinitely fast chemical reactions.
Subtracting Eq. !12" from Eq. !11" and adding Eq. !11" to
Eq. !13" we get, respectively,

!a ! b"t + !a ! b"x'y ! !a ! b"y'x = #2!a ! b" , !16"

!a + c"t + !a + c"x'y ! !a + c"y'x = #2!a + c" , !17"

We then introduce two conserved scalars Z1 and Z2, which
are independent of the chemical reaction, as follows:

Z1 = a ! b , !18"

Z2 = a + c . !19"

These conserved scalars can be normalized in the form

zi =
Zi ! Zi,B0

Zi,A0 ! Zi,B0
, !20"

where i=1,2 while Zi,A0 and Zi,B0 are the values of Zi in the
pure displacing and displaced fluid, respectively. Therefore
in the displacing fluid, zi=1, while in the displaced fluid,
zi=0. Regarding Z1=a!b, because Z1,A0=1 and Z1,B0=!1,
we obtain

z1 =
!a ! b" + 1

2
. !21"

Regarding Z2=a+c, because Z2,A0=1, Z2,B0=0, we obtain

z2 = a + c . !22"

It should be noted that now Z1 and Z2 are normalized be-
tween 0 and 1 and thus z1=z2=z. The idea is then to integrate
the equation for z and reconstruct the concentrations fields a,
b, and c from it. This idea is commonly used in combustion
science and was also used to study turbulent reacting liquid
flows.21

Under the condition of infinite Da, the chemical reaction
takes place in an infinitesimally thin region called here the
reaction front. At the reaction front, the concentration of the
reactants a and b tend to 0, while z becomes zst !subscript st
stands for stoichiometry" which takes the value zst=0.5 from
Eq. !21". When z"zst, a=0, b=1!2z from Eq. !21" and c=z
from Eq. !22". When z!zst, b=0. Thus we obtain a=!1+2z
from Eq. !21" and c=1!z from Eq. !22".

In summary, under the condition of infinite Da, analyz-
ing the system of Eqs. !10"–!14" can be reduced to solving
the equations

#2' = ! Rb!'xbx + 'yby + by" ! Rc!'xcx + 'ycy + cy" ,

!23"
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zt + zx'y ! zy'x = #2z , !24"

along with the condition that, for z"zst, we have

!a,b,c" = !0,1 ! 2z,z" !25"

while if z!zst,

!a,b,c" = !! 1 + 2z,0,1 ! z" . !26"

It should be noted that the dye concentration e follows ex-
actly the same dynamics as z. In these dimensionless scales,
the dimensionless domain width and length are denoted as
Lx=ULx! /D and Ly =ULy! /D. In these conventions, Ly deter-
mines the number of fingers present across the domain, and
Lx dictates the maximum time of the simulations.

C. Numerical method

To numerically solve Eqs. !23"–!26", we have adapted
the pseudospectral numerical scheme described in Tan and
Homsy to take into account the infinite Da condition.22 The
boundary conditions are taken periodic in both directions. As
has been shown in many previous studies !see Gérard and
De Wit12", the use of such boundary conditions has no influ-
ence on the dynamics of the chemical front as long as the
unstable propagating front does not encounter its periodic
extension. As initial conditions, we consider a constant linear
velocity U corresponding to a zero velocity relative to the
moving frame, i.e., '=0 everywhere. For the concentrations,
we take a step front between the reactive solutions of A and
B with c=0 everywhere and random noise added in the front
to trigger the instability on reasonable computing time. To
validate the code, we have checked that the nonlinear simu-
lations reproduce the predicted wavelength given by the
LSA18 and that the evolution of the fingering pattern is ro-
bust with time and spatial steps refinement.

III. BASE STATE REACTION-DIFFUSION VISCOSITY
PROFILES

Viscous fingering instabilities are triggered when a less
viscous fluid displaces another more viscous one either glo-
bally or at least locally somewhere in the system when vis-
cosity profiles vary nonmonotonically in space. Previous
works have shown in nonreactive systems that the nonmono-
tonic character of the viscosity profile can play an important
role on the fingering dynamics.23–26

To analyze here the role of each parameter of the prob-
lem and of possible chemically driven nonmonotonic viscos-
ity profiles on the related nonlinear fingering dynamics, base
state viscosity profiles are therefore constructed for given
values of Rb and Rc on the basis of the underlying one-
dimensional A+B!C reaction-diffusion system. Following
the reasoning of Rongy et al.27 for density profiles, Hejazi et
al.18 found that the viscosity profile is monotonically increas-
ing when 0(Rc(2Rb, while it is monotonically decreasing
when 2Rb(Rc(0. In contrast, the viscosity profile is non-
monotonic and features an extremum when Rc#Rb! !Rc /2"$
(0. In Fig. 2, a sketch of the six different possible viscosity
profiles are illustrated in the !Rb ,Rc" plane.18 The condition
Rc=Rb means that the viscosity of the product C is equal to

that of the displaced reactant B. In this case, the viscosity
profile is antisymmetric with respect to x=Lx /2 and is the
same as that without reaction. In the present paper, we will
discuss the effect of changes in Rc for various values of Rb.

IV. NONLINEAR FINGERING DYNAMICS IN REACTIVE
SYSTEMS

Numerical simulations are performed for different values
of the log-mobility ratios Rb and Rc. Before proceeding to a
parametric study, let us first analyze typical concentration
patterns in both reactive and nonreactive cases.

A. Concentration fields

As mentioned in the introduction, in most cases, the fin-
gering pattern is followed in experiments by imaging the
distribution of a dye initially added to the displacing fluid.
We will therefore analyze here the fingering pattern not only
by inspecting the concentrations of A, B, and C but also the
concentration of a passive scalar E added initially to the
reactant A. To follow the nonlinear VF dynamics, we typi-
cally plot 2D concentration fields on a gray scale ranging
from 0 in white to 1 in black for A, B, and E or 0.5 in black
for C.

Let us start by showing in Fig. 3 a typical reactive VF
pattern for an infinite Damköhler number Da in the peculiar
case where Rc=Rb, i.e., when the underlying viscosity profile
is equivalent to that of the nonreactive case. The concentra-
tion fields of the reactants A and B are different than those
observed in the nonreactive case as they are consumed in the
reaction zone. As the product C is generated at the interface
with a viscosity equal to that of B as Rc=Rb, the dye is
however advected by exactly the same fingering dynamics
than in the nonreactive case.

Rc

Rb

Rc=Rb
Rc=2Rb

x

µ

x

µ

x

µ

x

µx

µ

x

µ

FIG. 2. Viscosity profiles in the !Rb ,Rc" plane. The lines Rc=2Rb and Rc=0
delimit the zone of monotonic viscosity profiles. The line Rc=Rb corre-
sponds to the peculiar case where the viscosity profile is exactly the same as
in absence of reaction.
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As soon as Rc%Rb, this will not be the case anymore as
shown in Fig. 4. The product C has here a lower viscosity
than the reactant B and the fingering pattern for the dye and
all other chemicals is different from the one of the nonreac-
tive case. Note that the evolution of A and E are here signifi-
cantly different even though these two species were both
initially present in the displacing solution and have the same
diffusion coefficient. This difference is directly correlated
with the reaction which has here consumed the reactant A
around the fingertips. We also note that the wavelength of the
pattern for Rc=0 !Fig. 4" is smaller than for Rc=2 !Fig. 3"
which is in agreement with the LSA of Hejazi et al.18 show-
ing that decreasing Rc below Rb when Rb!0 has a destabi-
lizing effect. Let us now analyze the changes in fingering
patterns when the log-mobility ratios are varied. The param-
eter plane can essentially be divided in two zones depending
whether the displacing solution of B is more !Rb!0" or less
!Rb"0" viscous than the injected solution of A. Let us focus
on these two situations successively.

B. Reactive fingering when Rb>0

If Rb!0, then the nonreactive equivalent case is vis-
cously unstable and we analyze to what extent the chemical
reaction will modify the fingering pattern. To do so, let us
present numerical results obtained at a fixed Rb=2 for vari-
ous values of Rc in the range of !2(Rc(6. Corresponding
base state reaction-diffusion concentration and viscosity pro-
files are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of !x!Lx /2" for both
reactive and nonreactive cases. In absence of reaction, the

concentration profiles of the passive scalars A and B evolve
following an error function which gives !as Rb!0" an un-
stable viscosity profile increasing monotonically along x. In
the special case where Rc=Rb, the consumption of B by the
reaction is exactly balanced in the viscosity profile by the
production of C which has the same viscosity than B. Fin-
gering is then exactly the same as in the nonreactive case. If
Rc!Rb, the product C is more viscous than B and the vis-
cosity is increased in the reaction zone. The viscosity profile
becomes nonmonotonic with a maximum once Rc!2Rb.
Analogous situations are obtained for Rc"Rb with non-
monotonic profiles with a minimum developing if Rc"0.
Note on Fig. 5!b" that the two conditions corresponding to a
fixed 'Rb!Rc' yield symmetric viscosity profiles with respect
to the nonreactive case Rc=Rb.

Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of fingering pat-
terns of the dye for the various viscosity profiles displayed in
Fig. 5 for Rc)Rb. When Rc=Rb !=2 here", fingering dynam-
ics is exactly the same as in the nonreactive fingering case.
This case is moreover the most stable situation where finger-
ing appears as last. The larger the difference 'Rb!Rc', the
quicker the onset of fingering. This confirms predictions of
the LSA18 that the reactive situations are always more un-
stable than their nonreactive counterpart for relatively large
time. For what concerns the nonlinear dynamics, we observe
no major difference whether the viscosity profile is non-
monotonic or not. Indeed, the evolution of the fingers is

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3. Concentration of !a" reactant A, !b" reactant B, !c" product C, and
!d" dye E in reactive fingering for Rc=Rb=2 at t=1000 with Ly =1024.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for Rc=0, Rb=2 at t=500.

(a)

(b)

a (NR)
b (NR)
a
b
c

a, b, c

-200 -100 0 100 2000

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

x!Lx/2

x!Lx/2

µln

-200 -100 0 100 200-1

0

1

2

3 6
5
4

3
2

1

0
-1

-2

NR
Rc=2
Rc=3
Rc=4
Rc=5

Rc=-2

Rc=6
Rc=1
Rc=0
Rc=-1

FIG. 5. Long time asymptotic 1D reaction-diffusion !a" concentration and
!b" viscosity profiles for various Rc at Rb=2. The notation “NR” stands for
“nonreactive.”
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smoothly changing when Rc is varied. The noticeable trends
are however that fingers get thinner and more numerous
when Rc is increased above Rb. Their center of mass is also
displaced toward the back as they extend more in the reverse
than in the forward direction when Rc increases.

If, on the contrary, Rc is decreased below Rb at fixed
Rb=2 i.e., if the product C is less viscous than the reactant B
!Fig. 7", the instability also appears earlier than in the non-
reactive case. However, coarsening and shielding are more
efficient and the number of fingers is decreasing while tip
splitting events are more often encountered. Moreover, in
that case, fingers develop more along the flow and forward
fingering is observed to be more active.

1. Quantitative measurements

To corroborate these qualitative observations by quanti-
tative data, let us introduce several quantitative
evaluations.12 First of all, the two-dimensional concentration
field of the dye, e!x ,y , t", can be averaged along the trans-
verse coordinate y to yield one-dimensional !1D" trans-
versely averaged concentration profiles

(e!x,t") =
1
Ly
*

0

Ly

e!x,y,t"dy . !27"

An example of such a profile (e!x , t") is drawn in Fig. 8. On
the basis of this 1D profile, we next define a reverse mixing
length L! !Ref. 24" as the distance between the position l!

Rc=2 Rc=3 Rc=4 Rc=5 Rc=6

FIG. 6. Fingering dynamics for various Rc)Rb=2 shown at time t=400,
800, 1600, 2400, and 3200 from top to bottom in a system of width Ly
=2048.

Rc=2 Rc=1 Rc=0 Rc=-1 Rc=-2

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for various Rc(Rb=2 shown at time t=400, 800,
1600, and 2400 from top to bottom.

x

<e>

Lx/2
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1 L+L!

l! l+

FIG. 8. Illustration of the mixing lengths L! and L+ on the transversely
averaged concentration profile (e) of the dye.
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along x where (e!x , t") becomes lower than 0.99 and the
position x=Lx /2 of the initial interface. A forward mixing
length L+ is similarly defined as the distance between
x=Lx /2 and the position l+ where (e!x , t") becomes lower
than 0.01 !Fig. 8". The total mixing length L is next defined
as

L = L! + L+. !28"

Figure 9 shows the growth of L, L!, and L+ in time for the
parameter values of Figs. 6 and 7, i.e., for a fixed Rb=2 and
Rc in the range #*2, +6$. Each curve is the average of five
runs made with the same values of Rb and Rc but different
initial distribution of the noise. In all cases, at early time, L,
L!, or L+ increase as t1/2, which characterizes the initial mix-
ing by diffusion until they jump up when fingering starts to
occur. Fingering occurs the latest when Rc=Rb, the equiva-
lent of the nonreactive case. This confirms that the reaction
always increases the destabilization of the system. Moreover,
the larger 'Rb!Rc', the earlier the onset of VF instability.

Comparing symmetric conditions !i.e., fixed 'Rb!Rc'", the
time at which fingering starts is almost the same. The corre-
sponding LSA for large Da !Ref. 18" has shown that the
stability was different depending whether Rc!Rb or Rc"Rb
for early times !t"5" including t=0. For larger times !t!5"
however, the LSA shows that the reaction always destabilizes
the system if Rc%Rb and the extent of this destabilization is
the same for symmetric conditions !'Rb!Rc'". Comparison
between the present nonlinear simulations and the LSA
points to the fact that the results of the LSA for large times
dominantly characterize the nonlinear simulation results
where fingering starts at t!100.

Next, let us focus on the evolution of the mixing lengths
for later time !Fig. 9". When Rc)Rb, L! increases with
'Rb!Rc', while L+ is smaller. Except for Rc=6, L is smaller
than in the nonreactive case. When Rc(Rb, in contrast, L+
increases with 'Rb!Rc', while L! is similar and hence L in-
creases. We can compare L with the length of the longest
finger in the corresponding experiment.9 In the experiment,
the length of the longest finger at a later given time in the
reactive case was smaller for Rc!Rb whereas larger for
Rc"Rb than that in the nonreactive case. Therefore, the
present simulation results for L have a good agreement with
the experimental results.

Another useful quantitative measure is the fingering den-
sity FD defined as

FD!t" =
1

Ly + L
*

0

Ly *
l!

l+

e!x,y,t"dxdy . !29"

This quantity corresponds to the amount of dye present in the
mixing zone. If the fingering pattern becomes denser, FD
becomes larger and vice versa. In addition, this parameter
can be used for direct comparison with the corresponding
experimental results for radial fingering9 where FD has been
defined as the area occupied by the pattern in a circle the
radius of which is the length of the longest finger. As shown
in Fig. 10, when Rc(Rb, FD decreases as 'Rb!Rc' increases,
while it becomes larger for Rc)Rb. The results for the cases
involving monotonic viscosity profiles !Rc=0–4", as is the
case in the experiments, have good agreement with the cor-
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FIG. 9. Temporal evolution of !a" the total L, !b" reverse L!, and !c" forward
L+ mixing lengths for various Rc at fixed Rb=2. Each curve is obtained by
averaging the results of five simulations.
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FIG. 10. Temporal evolution of the finger density FD for various Rc at fixed
Rb=2. Each curve is obtained by averaging the results of five simulations.
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responding experimental results in which the fingering den-
sity becomes larger !smaller" when a more !less" viscous
product is produced.

Eventually, from a chemical engineering point of view, it
is interesting to compute Ctot, the total amount of product C
generated at a given time, to see whether the fingering insta-
bility can increase the production rate of the reaction or not.
We measure Ctot as the integral of c in the region Lx /8"x
"7Lx /8 over the whole Ly. Figure 11 shows the temporal
evolution of Ctot for the simulations of Figs. 6 and 7. We find
that Ctot at an arbitrary fixed t is generally larger for Rc%Rb
than for Rc=Rb. Moreover, except for Rc=3, Ctot becomes
larger as the underlying viscosity profile is further departing
from that of the nonreactive case i.e., when 'Rb!Rc' in-
creases.

On the basis of these quantitative measures, let us now
analyze into more details the specific influence of Rc at a
fixed value of Rb.

2. Influence of Rc
a. 2Rb)Rc!Rb. In this case, the product C is more

viscous than the reactant B but the underlying viscosity pro-
file is still increasing monotonically along x #see Fig. 5!b"$.
Fingering starts earlier and, as seen on Fig. 6 and quantita-
tively confirmed in Fig. 10, the pattern also becomes denser.
Concerning the longitudinal extent of the fingers !Fig. 9", the
total mixing length L is larger than in the nonreactive case
just after VF onset because the gradient of the viscosity pro-
file is sharpening in the trailing zone #i.e., zone located at
!x!Lx /2""0, see Fig. 5!b"$ when Rc increases above Rb.
However, later on, this trend is reversed as, for longer times,
the total mixing length L !and particularly L+" for Rc=3 and
4 starts to slow down and ultimately becomes smaller than
the value for Rc=Rb.

To understand why this is the case, let us have a close
inspection to Fig. 12 which provides a focus at a given later
time in the spatiotemporal distribution of the concentration,
viscosity and velocity fields. Here velocity means the mag-
nitude of velocity being equal to +u2+v2. In the reference
case Rc=2 presented in Fig. 12!a", the largest velocity is on
average always located in the most advanced finger and sets
the speed of growth of the mixing length. If Rc=4 as dis-
played on Fig. 12!b", the most advanced finger in the dye
representation corresponds to a highly reactive zone produc-
ing a large amount of more viscous product C and where the
flow is thus slowed down. Larger velocity regions develop
therefore in adjacent fingers. An alternation of acceleration
of neighboring fingers followed by their speed down when
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FIG. 11. Total amount of product Ctot produced in time for various Rc at
fixed Rb=2 in the domain defined by Lx"x"7Lx /8 and 0"y"Ly with
Lx=8192, Ly =2048. Each curve is the average of five simulations.
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FIG. 12. Concentration of A, B, C, and dye E, viscosity and velocity fields shown from top to bottom for Rb=2 and !a" Rc=2 at time t=2000, !b" Rc=4 at
time t=2000, !c" Rc=6 at time t=2800, !d" Rc=0 at time t=2000, and !e" Rc=!2 at time t=2000.
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they become the leading fingers is observed which leads to a
decrease in the forward growth of fingers !and hence in L+
and L". In addition, the alternation of acceleration of neigh-
boring fingers leads to a competition in growth of the fingers
and results in an increase of the fingering density.

b. Rc!2Rb. If Rc!2Rb, the product is viscous enough
to yield a nonmonotonic viscosity profile with a maximum.
In this case, the reaction is further destabilizing the system as
the overall viscosity jump is increasing between the refer-
ence viscosity of A and that of the increasing maximum
#Fig. 5!b"$. The unfavorable viscosity jump is located on the
trailing zone of the nonmonotonic viscosity profile favoring
reverse fingering !L!,L+". This is all the more true as the
fingers that develop on the trailing zone encounter a stable
barrier in the leading zone #i.e., zone where !x!Lx /2"!0$
that prevents them from further growth in the flow
direction.28 Focusing on L for later times #Fig. 9!a"$, both
situations in which L is larger or smaller than in the nonre-
active case occur because of the competition, when Rc in-
creases, between the increasing viscosity jump which en-
hances fingering and the increasing stable barrier in the
frontal zone which suppresses fingering. In Fig. 12!c", it is
seen that the highest velocity is located in the adjacent finger.

c. 0(Rc"Rb. In this case, the viscosity of the product
is smaller than that of the reactant B but yet the viscosity
profile remains monotonic. Fingering still occurs earlier than
in the nonreactive equivalent Rc=Rb as observed in Fig. 7. In
the long time nonlinear regime, the total mixing length re-
mains larger, forward fingering and tip splitting are espe-
cially more intense as the viscosity gradient is sharper in the
leading zone #Fig. 5!b"$. Moreover, a close inspection of Fig.
12!d" for Rc=0 shows that in the most advanced finger in the
dye representation, the concentration of the less viscous
product C is large which favors flow into this most advanced
finger and thus an efficient increase of L. This also enhances
shielding of this most advanced finger on its neighbors lead-
ing to a decrease in the finger density FD !Fig. 10".

d. Rc"0. Eventually, if Rc"0, a nonmonotonic viscos-
ity profile develops with a minimum #Fig. 5!b"$ and an un-
stable leading zone where the less viscous product C dis-
places the more viscous reactant B. As the viscosity jump is
increased when Rc is decreased below 0, the situation be-
comes more unstable with forward fingering being more and
more dominant as seen on Fig. 9!c". Figure 12!e" shows that,
in this case, the lower viscosity region is located in the
middle of the fingers while the largest speed is located in the
most advanced finger of the dye distribution. Interestingly,
we note that the reactant A is totally consumed in the advanc-
ing fingers, an effect which increases when Rc decreases.

3. Remarks

It is here interesting to compare the two monotonic situ-
ations for Rc=0 and Rc=4 !same 'Rb!Rc' but Rc"Rb or
Rc!Rb, respectively" which have the same overall unfavor-
able viscosity jump between A and B as in the nonreactive
case, yet they are both more unstable as the viscosity gradi-
ent is larger than for Rc=Rb, respectively, in the leading zone
!Rc"Rb" or trailing zone !Rc!Rb" #Fig. 5!b"$. However, the

nonlinear dynamics is not symmetric: Rc=0 is much more
unstable than the case Rc=4 which is coherent with predic-
tions of the LSA.18

Asymmetries also exist when comparing the nonmono-
tonic situation with a minimum for Rc=!2 with the one with
a maximum for Rc=6 both having the same viscosity jump.
The situation with a minimum !Rc"0" provides fewer fin-
gers, enhancement of the shielding effect, decrease of the
finger density FD and dominance of forward fingering in the
leading zone where the unstable viscosity jump is located.
The presence of a maximum in the viscosity profile
!Rc!2Rb" on the contrary, features smaller thin fingers with
an increase of FD and longer extension of the fingers in the
reverse direction where the unfavorable viscosity ratio is
present. Even for symmetric values of 'Rb!Rc', fingering is
observed to be much more effective and yield larger total
mixing lengths for Rc"0. This is coherent with the fact that
fingering has been shown in nonreactive systems to be more
effective when fingers develop along the flow than against
it.28 We recover here the same effect: fingers develop more
easily along the flow on the unstable forward zone when
Rc"0. In the presence of a maximum in viscosity
!Rc!2Rb", they grow on the contrary on the back of the
nonmonotonic profile and encounter a stable barrier ahead of
them which hinders their growth.

To sum up the results described above for Rb!0, we
find that, for Rc)Rb, fingers become thinner and more
stretched, the finger density increases while reverse fingering
is favored. The total mixing length L is smaller on the long
time than in the nonreactive equivalent for intermediate val-
ues of Rc)Rb due to the fact that the increase of viscosity by
the reaction at the tip of the most advanced finger is slowing
it down. Larger L is nevertheless obtained for even larger Rc

when the increase in the viscosity jump due to the reaction
takes over. For Rc(Rb, shielding is favored giving rise to
larger and less numerous fingers extending preferably in the
forward direction where the viscosity jump is displaced. The
total mixing length is always larger than in the nonreactive
case.

C. Reactive fingering when Rb<0

If Rb"0, the displacing solution of reactant A is more
viscous than the displaced solution of reactant B and the
system is genuinely stable in absence of any reaction. Any
fingering instability can then only be triggered by the chemi-
cal reaction. The case of reactants of equal viscosity !Rb=0"
has already been examined experimentally by Podgorski et
al.11 and numerically by Gérard and De Wit12 but this case is
only a peculiar limit of the nonmonotonic viscosity profiles.

As seen on Figs. 2 and 13, the viscosity profile decreases
monotonically from %A to %B provided 2Rb(Rc(0 and the
chemical reaction cannot destabilize the system in that case.
If Rc!0, a nonmonotonic viscosity profile with a maximum
builds up with the unfavorable viscosity jump located on the
trailing zone. Reverse fingering is expected to be favored in
this situation. On the contrary, if Rc"2Rb"0, a minimum in
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viscosity appears and the unstable zone is shifted toward the
leading zone where forward fingering is anticipated to de-
velop.

These predictions are fully borne out by numerical simu-
lations as seen on Fig. 14 for the special case Rb=!1. The
larger the difference 'Rb!Rc', the more unstable the system
with fingering starting earlier and fingers extending further
away with hence a larger mixing length L for a same fixed
time. The fingering density significantly varies as well with
denser or less dense fingering observed for Rc!0 or
Rc"2Rb"0, respectively !Fig. 16".

In Fig. 15 showing the temporal evolution of the mixing
lengths, it is confirmed that for the initial stage, the larger
'Rb!Rc', the earlier the fingering occurs. In addition, for
symmetric conditions, that is, at fixed 'Rb!Rc' !Rc=+2 ver-
sus !4 or -3 versus !5 or also +4 versus !6", the time at
which fingering starts is almost the same. The corresponding
LSA for large Da !Ref. 18" has shown that the stability is
different depending whether Rc!0 or Rc"2Rb"0 for early
times but become equivalent at later times !when t!100".

Our simulations indicate that the results of the LSA for later
times dominantly characterize the nonlinear dynamics where
fingering starts at t!400.

A close inspection to the temporal dependence of the
mixing lengths !Fig. 15", the fingering density FD !Fig. 16"
and the total amount of product Ctot !Fig. 17" shows that,
once more the situation is not symmetric for a same viscosity
jump depending whether a maximum or a minimum in vis-
cosity is developing. This is again related to the easier
growth of forward fingering along the flow in the leading
zone when there is a minimum in the viscosity compared to
the reverse situation with a maximum when fingers must
develop against the flow on the trailing zone and encounter a
stable barrier in the leading zone.

Finally, it is interesting to compare the dynamics of the
various variables for symmetric 'Rb!Rc' cases at a given
later time at Rb=!1 for, respectively, Rc=4 !maximum" and
*6 !minimum" in Fig. 18. In the presence of a maximum,
the fingering zone of the dye contains both reactant A and
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product C but no reactant B. A viscously stable barrier is
seen in the viscosity distribution. Larger positive !negative"
values of the velocity are located in the forward !reverse"
fingers of the dye. In the presence of a minimum on the
contrary, the fingering zone of the dye contains both reactant
B and product C but no reactant A. In the viscosity distribu-
tion, the less viscous product is seen to displace the reactant
B. The advanced fingers have on average larger velocities.

V. COMPARISON WITH LSA AND EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we summarize and further discuss com-
parisons between the present numerical simulation results
and the corresponding LSA and experimental results. The
nonlinear simulations confirm the important role that chemi-
cal reactions have on fingering properties when the viscosity
of the solution depends on the concentration of the chemical
species involved. First of all, the trends predicted in the LSA
performed by Hejazi et al.18 are fully borne out by the non-
linear simulations. Indeed, as predicted by the LSA, the re-
active situation is always more unstable than the nonreactive
one. It is also found that the time at which VF patterns ap-
pear in nonlinear simulations is typically above t=100, i.e., a
time for which the only part of the parameter plane !Rb ,Rc"
to remain stable is that of the monotonic decreasing viscosity
profiles obtained for 2Rb"Rc"0. As discussed in the LSA,

we also find here that systems where fingers develop along
the flow are more unstable than when fingers grow against it.

The numerical results for Rb!0 can be compared with
the experimental results by Nagatsu et al.9 using chemical
reactions either increasing or decreasing the viscosity, even if
their geometries are different !linear in the simulations
whereas radial in the experiments". Note that the
experiments9 were done in conditions for which the underly-
ing viscosity profiles remain monotonic !0"Rc"2Rb in the
present study". We can quantitatively compare L and FD with
the equivalent quantities defined in the experiments, respec-
tively, as the length l of the longest finger and the area oc-
cupied by the pattern in a circle whose radius is l. In the
experiment, l at a later given time is smaller for Rc!Rb
whereas larger for Rc"Rb. These results are consistent with
the numerical results shown for L in Fig. 9!a". Concerning
the finger density, Figs. 11 and 12 in Nagatsu et al.9 showed
that the density increases for Rc!Rb and decreases for Rc
"Rb. These results are consistent with the numerical results
shown in Fig. 10 which show the same trend. A difference
between the numerical and experimental results is however
observed in the finger width. In the experiments !Figs. 5 and
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6 in Nagatsu et al.9", the reaction made the width somewhat
larger for Rc!Rb, whereas smaller for Rc"Rb. However, the
opposite trend is obtained in the present simulation in Figs. 6
and 7. The difference is supposed to be caused by the differ-
ence in geometry between the simulation and experiment.

In parallel, numerical simulations also highlight the
mechanism proposed by Nagatsu et al.9 to explain their ex-
perimental results. These authors hypothesized that the over-
all reaction rate !production rate of the product" is larger in
advanced fingers than in shielded fingers. This was supposed
to be due to the fact that the advanced finger has a larger
velocity thus has a larger amount of reactant A provided into
the tips of the finger. In the case where the reaction increases
the viscosity, the viscosity becomes thus larger and hence the
velocity smaller in the advanced finger than in the shielded
finger. As a result, the shielding effect is suppressed. An
opposite situation occurs when the reaction decreases the vis-
cosity and the shielding effect is enhanced in this case.

In our simulations, the above hypothesis can be tested.
In the reference Rc=Rb nonreactive case #Fig. 12!a"$, the
velocity is larger in the most advanced finger. When Rc
!Rb with an underlying monotonic viscosity profile like in
the experiments of Nagatsu et al.9 #Fig. 12!b"$, the concen-
tration of the product is larger and hence the viscosity is
larger in the most advanced fingers. The fluid flows therefore
preferentially in the neighboring finger where the speed is
larger, which leads to suppression of the shielding effect. On
the contrary, when 0(Rc"Rb with an underlying monotonic
viscosity profile #Fig. 12!d"$, the product concentration is
larger and the viscosity lower in the most advanced finger.
Therefore, the larger velocity is located in the most advanced
finger, which results in enhancement of the shielding effect.
These various observations indicate that the scenario dis-
cussed in the experimental study9 is fully born out by the
present numerical simulations.

VI. CONCLUSION

Numerical simulations of miscible viscous fingering in-
volving viscosity changes due to an A+B!C chemical re-
action have been performed in the case when a solution of
reactant A displaces a solution of reactant B. The viscosity of
the solution is assumed to depend on the concentrations of
the chemical species and on two log-mobility ratios Rb and
Rc measuring the ratio between the viscosity of the B and C
solutions, respectively, with respect to that of A. Two types
of fingering are obtained depending whether the correspond-
ing nonreactive system of A displacing B is viscously stable
or not. If the log-mobility ratio Rb!0, the reaction modifies
the fingering dynamics already present in the nonreactive
case. If Rb"0, fingering is fully triggered by the reaction
provided C is more !Rc!0" or less viscous !Rc"2Rb"0"
than both reactants. We focus here on conditions for which
the diffusion coefficients of all species are the same and the
initial reactant concentrations are equal. Moreover, we con-
sider that the Damköhker number Da is infinite. We have
followed the fingering dynamics by computing among others
the spatiotemporal distribution of a dye neutral to the reac-
tion and initially dissolved in the displacing fluid. We quan-

titatively characterized the fingering patterns in terms of the
mixing lengths as well as the fingering density FD and the
total amount of product Ctot.

If the nonreactive system is already genuinely unstable
!Rb!0", the chemical reaction always destabilizes the sys-
tem if Rc%Rb as fingering starts then earlier. This effect is
further pronounced when the difference 'Rb!Rc' is increas-
ing. Concerning the nonlinear evolution of the fingering, if
Rc!Rb, reverse fingering is privileged, fingers are thinner
and denser. In this case, when the underlying viscosity pro-
file is still monotonically increasing, the total mixing length
is smaller than in the nonreactive case because the location
of largest flow speed switches alternatively from the most
advanced finger toward the neighboring one. If Rc becomes
sufficiently large so that the viscosity profile is nonmono-
tonic with a maximum, the increase in the viscosity jump can
compete with this effect and both situations of total mixing
lengths either larger or smaller than in the nonreactive case
can be observed.

If, on the contrary Rc"Rb when Rb!0, forward finger-
ing is dominant while the finger density decreases as shield-
ing of adjacent fingers is enhanced. The total mixing length
is always larger than in the nonreactive case, these effects
increasingly monotonically as 'Rb!Rc' is increasing.

If a nonreactive stable situation is considered with Rb
"0, fingering can be triggered only if the reaction builds up
a nonmonotonic viscosity profile which is the case with a
maximum or a minimum in viscosity for Rc!0 and Rc
"2Rb"0, respectively. Fingering develops then locally in
the region where a less viscous solution pushes a more vis-
cous one. If Rc!0, reverse fingering is observed which is of
limited extent because of the stable barrier of viscous C
pushing less viscous B ahead of the reaction zone. This fin-
gering is less effective than the one developing on the lead-
ing zone of the viscosity profiles with a minimum !Rc
"2Rb"0" for a same viscosity jump. In this latter case,
forward fingering is dominant because fingers extend more
easily along the flow than against it.28 In addition, denser or
less dense fingering is observed when Rc!0 or Rc"2Rb
"0, respectively.

Eventually, we note that our results obtained here for the
case of an infinite Damköhler number are in good agreement
with LSA18 and experimental results.9 As other
experiments10 have shown that the properties of fingering
can be different for a moderate Damköhler number, an inter-
esting extension of the present work will be to analyze the
role of Da on the reactive fingering nonlinear dynamics.

We have here assumed that all species diffuse at the
same rate. As this is usually not the case, it will be interest-
ing to generalize the present study to cases where the diffu-
sion coefficients can be different. This is likely to enlarge the
number of possible dynamics as differential diffusion effects
have recently been shown in nonreactive systems to also
yield new viscous fingering destabilization scenarios.29
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